I, INTRODUCTION
The problem addressed In this paper Is the sequencing ot n Independent task» on m parallel and non-Identical machine« so that the average flow-time ot the tasks Is as small as possible |5), We will assume that all n tasks or )ob. are simultaneously available at time rero; that there are no feasibility or precedence constraint« among the tasks; that tasks may not be preempted; that a machine can process only one )jb at a time; and that the procasst.j tin« required by a Job I on a machine ) is given by a positive number p . The inability of some machine to process some taak may be represented l,y making the corresponding p prohibitively large. Slry-PjUU + P 1|21,J + 'itij'j:, P lik;,r
In Fig. 1(b) , for example, we have f lMl" "llll.l < P.
•y.r 1 + 4 'im " p iiii,i + p ii2i,i f 'ni" p iii!.i * p ii2i,i + Pini.i ■ i ♦#♦ J. Our goal is to minimize mean flow-time, Jf, but minlmlElng F Itself is equivalent, and we will follow that approach in the rest of this paper. Fig. 1(c) gives an optimal schedule (optimal schedules are not necessarily unique) for the problem of Fig. 1(a) , with F -34.
A non-enumeratlve algorithm or mlnlm.rlng mean flow-time In the general case was discovered by Bruno, Coffraan, and Sethi [2,3). T^elr algorithm Is based on a reduction of the problem to a minimum-cost network flow problem, and the time required by the algorithm Is 0(n 3 ) when n ^ m (the case of interest) and 0(n 2 m) when n < ra.
T^is paper propose, and analyzes an algorithm which finds schedules that are good, and frequently optimal, with respect to mean flow-time, and does so at very small computational cost. Section 2 of this paper reviews an easy algorithm for an important restriction of the general problem. In Section 3 this algorithm Is extended to cover the general case, and it is shown that while an optimal schedule is not always produced, the performance of the algorithm strongly depends on the ordering of the rows of the processing time array P. Section 4 examines analytically the worst-case performance of the algorithm under various ordering rules, and the algorithm^ average performance under these rules is explored empirically in Section 5.
Section 6 contains the conclusions of the paper.
**- Sorting the p requires computational exertion of (hn log n), and finding the smallest coefficients requires O(ran), so the time com|.lexliy of the machine factor algor'thm Is 0(max(n log .;,nm)).
EXTENSION TO THE GENERAL CASE
The second version of the procedure of the preceding section (Fig. 2(c) ), since It does not use the machine factors w , may be applied In the general case, though with no guarantee that optimal schedules will be found. If at least one of these two alternatives Is always true, the theorem is proved. Job gj goes to machine k. and Job ^ to machine 1 ( Fig. 6(a) ). 9m graph corresponding to |< would Include For equality to hold in (11), it seist be true that for «11 I, cj -nC^. But clef.ly this cannot be, so inequality (11) becomes strict and (5) is proved.
To show that n Is a best bound, let P take the following form; 
t Model 1
In ,-his model, the p^ are integers inde-. idently drawn from a uniform distribution over a specified range. Table 2 gives [7] » 1.6
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CONCLUSION
For the scheduling problem studied in this paper, the QAD «Igorithm seems to be a reasonable alternative to the optimal algorithm of Bruno, Cotfman, and Sethi [2,3]. The QAD algorithm (with the MIN rule) takes computa-2 3 tional time of 0(maxHnn, n log n)) , while the optimal algorltta requires 0(max(mn , n )). Furthermore, QAD is an extremely simple algorithm, and easy to work by hand (as might be required in an industrial shop, for instance).
By contrast, the optimal algorithm is quite difficult. While QAD does not always find optimal schedules. It frequently does (and it always can); and its performance, bounded in the worst case, appears from limited experimental results to be very good most of the time.
There is, of course, much room for further work. The most interesting unanswered question is whether here exists a simple row-sorting rule which will guarantee QAD's production of optimal schedules. It might be the case, however, that sorting according to any function of a row is by itself Insufficient; more Information about the processing time array might be required to discover the optimal row-permutation promised by Theorem 3-1. If nn optimal rule cannot be found, pe.-hap» row-sorting rules more fruitful than the simple ones considered here could he discovered. A proof of the conjecture In Section 4 would be extremely Interesting. Finally, the corapiitatlonal complexity of this problem Is unknown, and the work reported here only begins to suggest that the com-3 plexity is less than 0(n ).
